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SMALL CINEMA FOR LEARNING COMMUNITY

Project “small cinema for learning community” is a learning partnership project between partners 
organisations from Czech Republic, Poland and Spain (Galicia) which aims to share good practicies of 
supporting community development process by activities organized by small cinemas, in particular 
cultural and educational activities organized within their space.

We aim to learn from each other through sharing good practicies and experiences of how to manage 
content and administration wise small cinemas, how to promote their activities, and above all - how to 
create  space for social interaction, for active participation of local citizens, intergeneration dialogue 
and space for local community members to learn from each other. We want to inspire each other, 
discuss common challanges and opportunities which we face. For all partners involved it is the first 
international project, which concerns intercultural dimenssion to our activities.

During the project, we have organized 3 partnership meetings, one in each partner country. During 
them we shared some fresh films from local film culture mostly ignored by the mainstream film in-
dustry and  visited each other.

On our shared workshops, we have learned to understand specific financial and political conditions 
regarding runnig a cinema in various european countries.  Each group surrounded by our three small 
cinema community differs a lot from each other but still, we have found common topics to speak about:  
we organised local activities,  movie projections, discussions, small festivals, lectures, worskhops.
Main outcomes of the project were: cultrural interchange of local film culture and its active partner-
ship between organisations involved, partnership website, sharing our experience with wider public, 
and a small publication with leaflets. We have developed our concept of “small community cinema for 
learning community”



KINO VARŠAVA VISION 2014

We are group of 4 young people from Liberec, Czech Republic: 

Zuzana Koňasová, Petr Hubáček, Ondřej Pleštil and Jiří Žid. This group of young enthusiastic people of 
different professions like musicians, film lovers, architects and local patriots was founded in 2012 for 
a purpose of rescuing the oldest cinema in Liberec bulit in the year of 1922. 

This beautiful building itself did not serve the local people since 2009 when it was closed because the 
small cinema could not compete with newly constructed multiplexies. But those are empty nowdays 
anyway! 

That showed clearly that the success of the cinema doesn´t consist in size of the cinema but more 
likely in well prepared dramaturgy of it. We are aware that to run a cinema could not bring money for 
us, rather a big portion of satisfaction which consist in constant raising of the cultural level of our city.
spolek „Zachraňme kino Varšava“ (association „Let´s save Warsaw cinema“) 

PARTNERS

- Spolek Zachraňme kino Varšava
- Fundacja Obserwatorium
- Cineclube de Compostela



Photos from 2nd meeting in Santiago d. C.









Photos from 3rd meeting in Warsaw





Photos from last meeting in Liberec









ACTUAL STATEMENT OF LONGITUDINAL  
„REGIONAL AMATEUR’S FILM FESTIVAL EXCHANGE“ PROJECT

The main outcome of our cooperation within the Grundtvig project „Small cinema for learning com-
munity“ is longitudinal work on the „Regional Amateur’s Film Festival Exchange“ which dominates 
our common efforts to establish the well-functioning emerging process of international collaboration. 

Based on the principles of local Film Festivals we invented entirely sofisticated and unique system of 
Amateur’s Film Festivals Exchange conception. The idea is focused on mental, social and proffesional 
influence of different regions which may extremely vary between each other. We deeply believe that 
the exchange of regional films as well as the exchange of their authors could positively move forward 
the thinking and deliberation of every participant. This influence causes changes an image of the soci-
ety and in conclusion fights against xenophobia and national incomprehension. 

In practice we’ll organise three „Regional Amateur’s Film Festival Exchange“ in each subsequent year. 
One in Liberec, second in Santiago de Compostela and third in Warsaw. Each festival will be devided 
into three sections /Czech, Galician, Polish/ where appropriate films will be srcreened and discussed 
together. Precised rules and conditions are the topics of our next meeting. 

We hope that this project will be beneficial for the general public and will cause the shift of global 
thinking in wider context with it’s social consequencies.
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